
Roots, Stems and Leaves

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Phloem Pollination Oxygen Pollen

Carbon dioxide Tap root system Stomata Xylem

1. ______________ - vascular tissue that transports organic nutrients to all
parts of the plant

2. ______________ - the fine yellow, powder-like substance found on the
anthers of a flower; needed in order for flowers to reproduce

3. ______________ - the movement of pollen from one flower to another

4. ______________ - tiny openings underneath a leaf that let air and water in
and out of the leaf

5. ______________ - a root system which consists of one main large root that
grows directly down into the soil

6. ______________ - vascular tissue that moves water and minerals from the
roots to the rest of the plant

7. ______________ - a colorless and tasteless gas that forms part of the earth's
atmosphere; composed of two oxygen molecules; a special gas that plants
give off that humans and animals need to breathe in to live

8. ______________ - a heavy colorless gas composed of one carbon and two
oxygen molecules; makes up about 1/100th of the earth's atmosphere; a
special gas that people and animals give off and is needed by plants
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Roots, Stems and Leaves

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Phloem Pollination Oxygen Pollen

Carbon dioxide Tap root system Stomata Xylem

1. phloem - vascular tissue that transports organic nutrients to all parts of
the plant

2. pollen - the fine yellow, powder-like substance found on the anthers of a
flower; needed in order for flowers to reproduce

3. pollination - the movement of pollen from one flower to another

4. stomata - tiny openings underneath a leaf that let air and water in and
out of the leaf

5. tap root system - a root system which consists of one main large root
that grows directly down into the soil

6. xylem - vascular tissue that moves water and minerals from the roots to
the rest of the plant

7. oxygen - a colorless and tasteless gas that forms part of the earth's
atmosphere; composed of two oxygen molecules; a special gas that plants
give off that humans and animals need to breathe in to live

8. carbon dioxide - a heavy colorless gas composed of one carbon and two
oxygen molecules; makes up about 1/100th of the earth's atmosphere; a
special gas that people and animals give off and is needed by plants
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